President Salovey and Provost Strobel announced that “...Yale will welcome graduate and professional school students and a portion of the undergraduate population back to campus for the fall semester.” The announcement [1] is organized in sections for undergraduates, G&P schools, resumption of research, as well as COVID-19 testing, training and protocols. It concludes with guidance on travel, group gatherings and the hosting of visitors on campus. There are many valuable resources and policy links within this message. OISS encourages all current and future Yale affiliates to read this content carefully. Our welfare and safety are of utmost importance, and in the words of the announcement “…Now more than ever, the world needs the very best from Yale.”

International students and scholars (as well as host departments) should review updated immigration and international travel issues posted on the OISS COVID-19 page [2]. Many immigration and international travel related policies and protocols are constantly changing, so please return to this page to learn about any new factual updates.
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